Hade, Meghan (REC)
Wufoo [no-reply@wufoo.com]
Monday, January 06, 2014 2:23 PM
Milgrom-Gartner, Liore
HACTO Submission Forms 2013 [#31]

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Department *

Recreation and Park

Name of Person

Lydia B. Zaverukha

Preparing Report *
Title of Person

Principal Administrative Analyst

Preparing Report *

Email of Person

lydia.zaverukha@sfgov.org

Preparing
Report *
Name of

Phil Ginsburg

Department
Director *
Acknowledgement I acknowledge that the information provided is accurate.
*
Does your

Yes

department
promote or plan
to promote
employees to use
public transit for
work-related
travel? *
What resources

Tokens

will your
department offer?
*
From looking at last year's HACTO Plan, please describe the successes and challenges of promoting transit for work1

related travel: *
Public transit is really only practical for administrative staff, which makes up a very small part of our staff. Teh challenge is
that our Department is a direct service delivery department, with staff delivering programs and services at over 200 sites
throughout the City. Both recreation and park staff needs tools and supplies at the various work locations, hence vehicles
are required to transport such items (usually large and/or heavy in size). The administrative staff at our McLaren Lodge
offices, as well as in our Capital Division offices (30 Van Ness) do regularly used public transportation: typically for admin
staff attending City Hall meetings and Capital staff attending meetings at McLaren Lodge.
Does your

Yes

department offer
employees access
to bicycles for
work-related
travels? *
Are they part of

Not sure

the CityCycle
program? *
How many

30

bicycles are
available? *
How many

2

locations have
CityCycle bikes? *
From looking at

Here again, our challenge is the needed tools to perform our work. Some gardeners have attached a

last year's HACTO

small trailer to the bikes and that works well for certain types of activities. The bikes are used primarily

Plan, please

in Golden Gate Park, which is relatively flat, which makes it a bit more practical to use a bicycle.

describe the
successes and
challenges of
promoting
bicycles for workrelated travel:
Does your

Yes

2

department
belong or have a
plan to belong to
a City vehicle pool
or car-sharing
program for
work-related
travels? *
From looking at

Again, our work requires tools and supplies to be transported. For our gardeners and custodians

last year's HACTO

especially, this involves transportaion of debris and large and/or heavy supplies, which require lift

Plan, please

gates, dump beds and so on.

describe the
successes and
challenges of
promoting carsharing for workrelated travel:
Is your

Yes

department able
or have plans to
host a teleconference call? *
Is your

No

department able
or have plans be
able to host a
video-conference
call? *
What are the

We regulalry use tele-conferencing. Video-conferencing requires the purchase of appropriate

reasons for not

equipment, which is a lesser priority than tools and supplies for programs and maintenance.

encouraging or
planning to
encourage
employees to use

3

tele-conferencing
or videoconferencing? *
Please use this

As noted previously, Transit-First for work related activites is limited to Administrative staff at McLaren

space to describe

Lodge and the Capital Division. Please refer to previous sections.

in greater detail
all of your
department's
Transit-First
programs related
to at work travel:
*
Does your

Yes

department
promote or have
plans to promote
the use of public
transit for
commuting
to/from work? *
How will you

Encourage participation in the Pre-Tax Commuter Benefits program

promote public
transit? *
Does your

Yes

department
promote or plan
to promote the
use of bicycles for
commuting
to/from work? *
How will you

Provide indoor/safe bike storage

promote bicycle

Offer on-site showers and/or lockers

commuting? *
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These bicycle-

Some locations

friendly resources
are available at: *
Does your

Yes

department plan
to promote the
use of ridesharing
for commuting
to/from work? *
How will you

Other

promote
ridesharing? *
The reserved

Some locations

space(s) are
available at: *
From looking at

Staff resources are the challenge. We do always forward all communications regarding Transit First that

last year's HACTO

DHR provides, but additional resources are limited.

Plan, please
describe the
successes and
challenges of
promoting
ridesharing for
commuting
to/from work: *
D. Does your

Yes

department offer
or plan to offer
tele-commuting?
*
From looking at

Telecommuting is possible on an extremely limited, as-needed basis for administrative staff only. Fotr

last year's HACTO

the vast majority of our staff it is simply not possible to telecommunte as we are a direct service

Plan, please

delivery department; staff must be present on site in order to deliver our services to the community.
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describe the
successes and
challenges of
promoting telecommuting: *
Please use this

Please see above.

space to describe
in greater detail
all of your
department's
Transit-First
programs related
to commuting
to/from work: *
Communications

Poster campaign

Campaign
Options
How many

0

vehicles is your
department

planning to
remove from
service in FY1314 (July 1, 2013June 30, 2014)? *
How many

0

vehicles is your
department

planning to
change the status
of vehicles turned
in for credit
toward your
vehicle reduction

6

requirement in
FY13-14 (July 1,
2013-June 30,
2014)? *
The number of

Fewer than the number needed to be compliant.

vehicles your
department plans
to remove is: *
Your department

I confirm that I will contact the Clean Vehicle team to discuss the waiver process.

is not in
compliance with
the HACTO
reduction
requirement.
Please contact the
Clean Vehicle
team at
HACTO@sfgov.org
for assistance
with the waiver
process. *
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Hade, Meghan (REC)
Wufoo [no-reply@wufoo.com]
Wednesday, February 05, 2014 5:43 PM
Milgrom-Gartner, Liore
HACTO Waiver Form - FY 2013-14 [#31]

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Department

Recreation & Parks

*
Name of

Steve Rockwell

Person
Preparing
Report *
Title of

Sr. Administrative Analyst

Person
Preparing
Report *
Email of

steve.rockwell@sfgov.org

Person
Preparing
Report *
Name of

Phil Ginsburg

Department
Head *
Email of

phil.ginsburg@sfgov.org

Department
Head *
The number

5

of fleet
sections for
which you
are
requesting
waivers: *

1

Fleet Section

Custodians

Name *
Number of

19

vehicles
included in
the waiver. *
Describe what operational requirements or work will not be met if these vehicles are removed from your department's
fleet, and why Transit First options cannot meet these requirements. *
These 19 vehicles support 79 custodial staff in servicing all 220 plus parks and other sites throughout the city, a 100%
mobile operation, occuring on both day and swing shifts, seven days a week. Each vehicle is customarily shared by 3-4
staff and makes daily visits to 6-12 facilities which may be dispersed across the width or length of the city. Such facilities
include pathways and sidewalks, restrooms, playgrounds, recreational sites, administrative offices, and cultural landmarks
as diverse as the Japanese Tea Garden and the Music Concourse. Distribution of the vehicles is designed to maximize
efficiency using available staffing to provide the regular service mandated by our contract with the citizens of San
Francisco. The frequency of site service is dictated by custodial best practice, public demand, critical environmental
necessity, public health code and infrastructure service requirements. These vehicles serve a core role in tra nsporting
staff, tools, equipment, materials and debris to and from parks and facilities. By far, the best vehicles for this inner-city
driving are small pick up trucks. Some slightly larger trucks complete the fleet and provide essential service capacity
unavailable in small pick ups, including lift gates essential for transporting large materials and debris to and from these
sites. Custodial activities include daily line-ups, responsibility for unlocking and locking facilities every morning and
evening, delivery of materials, supplies and equipment and response to public health hazards (blood spills, biohazard,
garbage dumping, etc), which are core to department’s mission by providing for the well-being of the public and visitors
from all over the world with clean, safe, fun parks that meet our Park Evaluation Standards as mandated by Prop C. Each of
these vehicles haul an average of 14 cubic yards of debris, public dumping and general park litter from their assi gned
parks each week. Custodial activities require transport of blowers, floor machines, buffers, and other custodial equipment,
trash bags, cleaning chemicals and detergents, cases of bleach, toilet paper, paper towels, toilet seat covers and other
supplies and materials and/or other custodians. Many parks and properties require specialized equipment power washers
and steam cleaners, requiring the constant transport of materials, tools and equipment from site to site. Any reduction of
these vehicles, would affect the number of custodial tasks that can be undertaken, as well as the timeliness and efficiency
of service delivery. It would be exceedingly difficult to open parks, open restrooms and clean facilities on schedule.
Diminished facility servicing and waste removal would pose significant public health risks ranging from increased exposure
to human waste, biohazards and an explosion in rodent populations. Removal of vehicles would likely result in a seri ous
and sustained diminishment of department performance measures (Prop C standard measures, % of graffiti work orders
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completed within 48 hours, 311 close-out rate, Controller Customer Satisfaction survey for quality of parks, % facilities
opened as scheduled) as well as children's playground report card scores.

Many parks and properties require specialized equipment, power washers and steam cleaners. Yet, many parks and
properties cannot support on-site tool storage either due to the park size, lack of storage infrastructure, or conflicts with
designed public use, thereby requiring the constant transport of materials, tools and equipment from site to site. At
present, vehicles in this fleet make an average 25 trips each day within the 1 to 1.5 hours of time allocated for such
transportation, the remainder of staff time being required for on-site duties. Transit First tools which increase the length
time spent accessing or using transportation would effectively and significantly reduce time available for essential duties.
Transport of equipment could not effectively be shifted to mass transit options unless dramatic alteration of each facility
occurred so that supplies and equipment can be accommodated on each site, and even then the contamination of staff
clothing that is part a nd parcel of the work would put fellow transit users at some health risk. Alternate methods for
removal of site waste would be required (either transfer of the material to DPW and/or drastically increasing the amount of
contracted garbage service at each facility), substantially increasing costs. Hundreds of garbage cans and debris dumpsters
would need to be added to park lands to temporarily hold this waste, and cargo containers would need to be purchased
and situated at every park, including mini parks, in order to allow sufficient storage capacity to provide the current level of
service. Both types of site additions would dramatically degrade the park experience for San Franciscans and tourists. Many
small pocket parks would thereby lose significant amounts of charm and appeal.
Does this

Yes

fleet section
have any
underutilized
vehicles?
Describe what operational requirements or work will not be met if these vehicles are removed from your department’s
fleet.
Vehicles in this fleet make an average 25 trips each day, each trip being on average one mile long. The vehicles with the
lowest usage (651497, 64100021, 651Y5028) make 23, 18 and 10 trips each day, respectively. Given that other vehicles
are already at full capacity in delivering equipment and staff throughout each work day, removal of these "underutilized"
vehicles would result in elimination of the nearly 50 site visits made by these vehicles and a significant diminishment of
custodial maintenance and public cleanliness at those sites. Since these vehicles are also used to timely open and close
many restroom and recreation facilities, those tasks would necessarily devolve to other staff and reduce maintenance at
sites serviced by those staff (or result in permanent closure of the facilities).
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Would you

Yes

like to
request a
waiver for
another fleet
section? *
Fleet Section

Forestry

Name *
Number of

9

vehicles
included in
the waiver. *
Describe what operational requirements or work will not be met if these vehicles are removed from your department's fleet
and why Transit First options cannot meet these requirements. Please be specific by vehicle type. *
The single Urban Forestry utility vehicle is used to transport materials throughout the Urban Forestry corporate yard, an
essential task. The remaining 8 Urban Forestry vehicles are all outfitted with set up (tools boxes, racks, winches) as they
are dedicated to respond to all tree related emergencies, whether during normal work hours or after hours. Such
emergencies result from storm damage, natural tree failures, etc., resulting in road and path closures, facility damage or
other threats to public safety. These light duty trucks all have two way radios they are essential for contacting and
communicating with staff during all tree/emergency situations. Because these vehicles are used on paved roads and off
road (trails, mud, lawns, sand and tight access areas), it is crucial that Urban Forestry retain an outfitted fleet with multiple
size, shape and weight vehicles. 11 reforestation staff share 4 of these vehicles, the remaining 4 vehic les are shared by 7
treetopper staff (two crews and the unit supervisor). Staff maintain 131,000 trees in all sections of the city and are
responsible for planting and growing San Francisco's urban forest. Given a current backlog in tree maintenance work, any
reduction in vehicles would drastically curtail the amount of work that can be accomplished, resulting in a diminished the
size of city's forest and requring substantial additional funding to allow contracing out work to private firms in order to
avoid putting the public at direct risk of injury by damaged trees.

Urban Forestry tasks require the movement of significantly large amounts of material and specialized equipment (such as
chippers). The nature of tree work and emergency response work, the bulk of the equipment and materials related to this
work, the dangers related to their transport, and the inaccessibility of many sites, preclude use of Transit First tools.
Does this

Yes

4

fleet section
have any
underutilized
vehicles?
Describe what operational requirements or work will not be met if these vehicles are removed from your department’s
fleet.
Vehicles in this fleet make an average 8 trips each day, each trip being on average two miles long. Generally, crews will
accomplish work on multiple trees once on site, requiring significant time. Of the vehicles with the lowest usage, only
615030 and 651Y5025 travel distances below the avearage for the fleet. The fact that many of these trips are solely within
Golden Gate Park, the site of much of San Francisco's urban forest, does not diminish the importance of the tree work
conducted. Removal of these "undertutilized" vehicles would substantially diminish the amount of tree maintenance
accomplished in-house, increase costs by out-sourcing some work, and increase public exposure to dangerous tree
conditions due to a likely increase in the tree maintenance backlog.
Would you

Yes

like to
request a
waiver for
another fleet
section? *
Fleet Section

Gardeners

Name *
Number of

43

vehicles
included in
the waiver. *
Describe what operational requirements or work will not be met if these vehicles are removed from your department's fleet
and why Transit First options cannot meet these requirements. Please be specific by vehicle type. *
These 43 vehicles support 195 gardeners and their supervisors, as well as a job training program, in servicing all 220 plus
parks and other sites throughout the city, generally with three staff sharing each vehicle. Each vehicle is customarily
shared by 2-11 staff to maintain an average 200 acres of park lands each day. Some of these vehicles support 100%
mobile crews in operation seven days a week. And, in some instances, these vehicles are the sole street legal vehicles
available. This is true even at such high profile cultural landmarks and worldwide tourist destinations as the San Francisco
5

Botanical Garden and the Conservatory of Flowers. Maintained park lands include recreational sites, courtyards, gardens,
landscaping and turf, in parks that vary from small neighborhood mini parks to regonal parks that are high profile and
serve millions of city residents and tourists annually. Whether providing major picnic and special event venu es, hosting
major active recreational sites, or simply locations for citizens to rest and socialize, all horticultural areas must be
maintained to a minimum level. Areas with minimal requirements due to low usage are instead hard hit by illegal camping
and illegal dumping activities which also require significant resources. The distribution of the vehicles is designed to
maximize efficiency using available staffing to provide the regular service mandated by our contract with the citizens of
San Francisco. The frequency of site service is dictated by custodial best practice, public demand, critical environmental
necessity, plant and seasonal cycles and the requirements of horticultural renewal efforts. These vehicles serve a core role
in transporting staff, tools, equipment, horticultural material, plants and debris to and from parks and facilities. Utility
vehicles are of exceptonal value in accessing remote areas inaccessible to other vehicles, but by far the best vehic les for
this inner-city driving are small pick up trucks. The small size of these vehicles allows them to maneuver into tight areas
of smaller parks where parking is a challenge and to carry materials (soil amendment, wood chips, mulch) directly into
ornamental beds where there is no staging area where material loads can be dropped. The low profile of most of these
truck beds allows crewmembers that are smaller in stature to load garbage bags or other heavier items into the vehicle
without possible injury from lifting too high. Some slightly larger trucks complete the fleet and provides essential service
capacity unavailable in small pick ups, including lift gates essential for transporting large materials and debris to and from
these sites. Gardening staff activities include daily line-ups, responsibility for unlocking and locking facilities every
morning and evening, delivery of plants, materials, supplies and equipment and response to public health hazards (blood
spi lls, biohazard, garbage dumping, etc), which are core to department’s mission by providing for the well-being of the
public and visitors from all over the world with clean, safe, fun parks that meet our Park Evaluation Standards as mandated
by Prop C. Pickups haul an average of 14 cubic yards of green waste and debris, public dumping and general park litter
from their assigned parks each week; carts average about half that amount. Many parks lack on-site storage for
horticultural tools and supplies, requiring transported from site to site of blowers, aerators, slit seeders, mowers, string
trimmers, roto tillers, numerous hand tools for volunteer projects, trash bags, fertilizer, seed, plants, soil, mulch, and
other supplies and materials and/or other gardeners. With diminished mobility and access to tools, the park landscape
would be degraded by the addition of numerous and costly tool sheds and/or service would not occur further degrading
the park experience. The inability to complete the current frequency in site service for removal of waste would have
significant public health risks ranging from increased exposure to human waste, biohazards and an explosion in rodent
populations. Without these vehicles, critical functions such as illegal camp clean up, landscape maintenance, and general
cleanup would be negatively impacted and the ability of the city to provide quality sites for picnic groups, special events
and active recreation diminished.. The loss of vehicles devoted to illegal camping abatement would result in increased
homeless encampments, the effective removal of camps being an important preventative measure in their proliferation.
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Reduction of the fleet by any of these vehicles would likely result in a serious and sustained diminishment of department
performance measures (Prop C standard measures, % of graffiti work orders completed within 48 hours, 311 close-out
rate, Controller Customer Satisfaction survey for quality of parks, % facilities opened as scheduled) as well as children's
playground report card scores. Many park service areas are currently suffering from low staffing; once vacancies are filled
vehicular demand will greatly increase. Recognizing the functions and value of remnant indigenous horticultural lands and
the need to preserve, protect and restore them, SFRPD agreed to support and develop a community-based habitat
restoration program, today known as the Natural Areas Program (NAP). Vehicle 651550 is used seven days a week by 10
gardening staff to service 1100 acres of NAP land. It is used to haul tools and supplies needed for maintenance projects
and volunteer work parties. These sites cannot be accessed via public transit nor are there tools on site.

As detailed above, much park maintenance requires specialized equipment and removal of debris, both activites that
cannot be accomplished by Transit First means. Beyond the fact that there are no public transportation options that can
deliver staff to many sites, utilizing mass transit to transport staff engaged in horticultural services is not feasible as
frequent exposure to biohazards, chemicals and grime would be spread into the public transportation system,
jeopardizing public health. At present, vehicles in this fleet make an average 18 trips each day. Transit First tools which
increase the length time spent accessing or using transportation would also result in reducing the staff hours available for
maintenance and thereby significantly lower the level and frequency of maintenance that could be provided to many sites.
Some locations could not be regularly maintained. The quality of visitor experience would go down.
Does this

Yes

fleet section
have any
underutilized
vehicles?
Describe what operational requirements or work will not be met if these vehicles are removed from your department’s
fleet.
Vehicles in this fleet make an average 18 trips each day, each trip being on average one mile long. Given that other
vehicles are already at full capacity in delivering equipment and staff throughout each work day, removal of these
"underutilized" vehicles would result in elimination of the nearly 73 site visits made by these vehicles and a significant
diminishment of park maintenance and public cleanliness at those sites. As RPD utility vehicles are not licensed for street
use but are used exclusively for manuevering through a single site in the midst of active patronage, their mileage is
necessarily low. Removal of these carts would mean significant reduction in accomplished work, since equipment and
materials could not be transported as easily. In at least one situation (651V108 a utility vehicle dedicated to aeration of
ballfields at one park), removal would sigificantly increase the amount of work required for specialty main tenance and
7

decrease the frequency with which it occurs.
Would you

Yes

like to
request a
waiver for
another fleet
section? *
Fleet Section

Golf & Turf

Name *
Number of

35

vehicles
included in
the waiver. *
Describe what operational requirements or work will not be met if these vehicles are removed from your department's fleet
and why Transit First options cannot meet these requirements. Please be specific by vehicle type. *
Vehicles 6515028 and 6515021 are used to keep the daily turf operations up and running, transporting turf personnel and
machinery to athletic fields and lawns throughout the city's 220 plus parks. Without these vehicles, activities that are core
to the department's mission, such as daily line-ups, management meetings, site evaluations and project management,
would not occur. Fields lines could not be painted at the schedule required by the permitting process for the rental of our
fields, resulting in a loss in revenue for the department. Utility vehicles 651T316 and 651F118 are posted to Camp Mather,
in the Sierras, where they are essential (and insufficient) to transporting of personnel and supplies, and maintenance, of
that 400 acre facility which regularly hosts upwards of 500 visitors served by 50 camp staff. Safe access and public safety
response at this site requires use of small vehicles which can manuever along ac tive pedestrian paths. Vehicle 6515016 is
assigned to Steve Castile who must conduct and supervise activities at 1 to 10 + sites each day. These activities include
daily line-ups, management meetings, site evaluations and project management, which are core to department’s mission
by providing input on all turf conditions throughout the 220 parks, and Sharp Park in Pacifica. Without this vehicle, Golf &
Turf operations would largely go unsupervised. The remaining 30 vehicles are used to keep the city's 6 golf course daily
operations up and running. Their primary use is to tow and transport golf personnel and equipment throughout the 150+
acre courses for daily maintenance and set up. The current number of vehicles is clearly insufficient to allow transport of
current staff, which has been expanded in recent years by the addition of 2-10 HSA park services trainees to each course.
Some vehicles are additionally used to transport golf operat ions equipment to and from the auto repair center at Harding
Park Golf course, supervision of staff, and transportation to mandatory meetings with other managers, human resources,
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and training classes. Without this functionality, golf maintenance operations would not be able to function, likely resulting
in a loss in revenue for the department. Vehicle 6515010 is equipped with specialized turf tires (smooth-no tread) to tow
equipment on golf greens, fairways, tees, and roughs. The loss of this piece of equipment would prevent golf course
operations to complete many tasks required for weekly maintenance. The end result would be a default in the mandatory
contractual obligations between Harding Park and the Tournament Players Club ("TPC", a PGA Tour network of golf
courses) with a subsequent loss in revenue. Vehicle 652H4003 is also used to supervise 30 plus employees in the field,
transport golf equipment, attend mandatory departmental meetings and pick up supp lies.

As detailed above, citywide turf maintenance requires transport of large, specialized machinery that cannot be
accomplished by Transit First means. Vehicles dedicated to golf maintenance services or supervision generally are either
site specific or must necessarily travel to and within properties that are not generally accessible by other means. The loss
of these vehicles would prevent golf course operations to complete many tasks required for weekly maintenance, resulting
in a default on TPC obligations, with a subsequent loss in revenue.
Does this

Yes

fleet section
have any
underutilized
vehicles?
Describe what operational requirements or work will not be met if these vehicles are removed from your department’s
fleet.
Vehicles in this fleet make an average 9 trips each day, each trip taking on average two miles before crews and machinery
are in place. Generally, crews will accomplish a significant amount of field work once located on a site, requiring significant
time. The fact that most of these trips, including all trips taken by utility vehicles, occur solely within a single golf course,
does not diminish the importance of the turf maintenance conducted. Removal of these "underutilized" vehicles would
substantially diminish the ability of the department to offer usable, much less well-rated facilities, resulting in a significant
loss of revenue.
Would you

Yes

like to
request a
waiver for
another fleet
section? *
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Fleet Section

Operations Management

Name *
Number of

14

vehicles
included in
the waiver. *
Describe what operational requirements or work will not be met if these vehicles are removed from your department's fleet
and why Transit First options cannot meet these requirements. Please be specific by vehicle type. *
This fleet provides essential transport for department administrative staff. Vehicles 651103 and 651Y136 are assigned to
the Capital & Planning Division. Located at Civic Center separate from the rest of administrative staff, "Capital" employs 20
staff and is expecting to hire a few more this fiscal year. As Capital staff manages 110 concurrent capital projects, the
division makes heavy use of the two shared cars to get to project sites and attend public and internal planning meetings.
Capital staff typically must visit three or four different sites each day, transporting themselves as well as construction
drawings, plans, submittals, files, samples, and safety gear. Vehicle 651Y130, assigned to the RPD Director of Finance, is
shared by 70 staff located at RPD headquarters. It is used to travel throughout the city to both RPD park properties, as well
as to numerous other city agencies to perform the business of the City and County as relates to the Recreation and Park
Department. Even with this vehicle available, many staff must still use their personal vehicles to perform their work in a
timely manner. Public transportation is already used frequently as it is extremely convenient to travel to the Civic Center
area, as well as other downtown city offices, from RPD headquarters. Although classified as a low mileage vehicle, it is
used daily for multiple short-distance trips. Vehicle 651Y132 is used by the RPD General Manager Phil Ginsburg and his
deputy, RPD's Director of Operations, and is required for frequent meetings, events, field visits, etc., where it is encumbant
that the General Manager or his deputy attend. It is used to travel throughout the city to both RPD park properties, as well
as to numerous other city agencies to perform the business of the City and County as relates to the Recreation and Park
Department. The General Manager's presence is ofter required at a moment's notice, especially at City Hall, due to current
events that can impact the operation of RPD and its role in the community. When not used for these purposes, this vehible
becomes available to the remaining 70 McLaren Lodge staff for use. The program manager uses 651404 to supervise the
32 Natural Areas Program sites (spread all across the city and in San Mateo County), attend meetings, make site visits, do
field work, conduct customer service, etc. Elimination of this vehicle would severely impact this manager's ability to
manage the program. The remaining 9 vehicles are used by 13 Park Services Area supervisors for use in conducting daily
line-ups, unlocking and locking facilities, monitoring sites, reviewing the work of staff in their jurisdiction, participating in
crew projects, and attending meetings throughout the city. Each of these vehicles typically visits between 5 and 26 sites
each day. Additionally, th ey are used to haul tools and equipment around the city when other trucks are occupied, and are
shared with 6 Park Services Area managers (who are not currently assigned vehicles for their own use.) Without these
10

vehicles, it would be impossible for these supervisors to adequately oversee their parks and facilities. With a reduced
number of vehicles, many staff would go unsupervised, many tasks could not be undertaken in a timely or efficient manner
because materials transport could not occur as needed, and emergency responses would be significantly slowed. Removal
of these vehicles would likely result in a serious and sustained diminishment of the following department performance
measures: Prop C standard measures, % of graffiti work orders completed within 48 hours, 311 close-out rate, Controller
Customer Satisfaction survey for quality of parks, % facilities open as scheduled.

This fleet is insufficient to meet current administrative needs. Due to this fact, administrative staff already maximize their
use of transit options and many administrative staff rely on their personal vehicles to fill the gap. Capital staff, located
near Civic Center, depend upon City Car Share to augment the limited RPD vehicles available to them. Staff located at
McLaren Lodge regularly use Muni bus tokens to attend downtown meetings. Due to the nature of supervisor
responsibilities, and those of the General Manager's responsibilities, public transportation is often impractical due to the
timing and nature of the multiple events that must be attended to each day. Because of the large number of RPD sites and
off-site community meeting locations, and the distance of many sites from public transportation, time limitations for
travel,pose constraints on use of Transit First options. At present, vehicles in this fleet make an average of 12 trips each
day. Using many Transit Options would greatly increase transit time and force limits on essential site investigations and
face-to-face meetings with community members, city boards, and employees from other agencies, and reduce the staff
hours available for maintenance supervision, thereby risking a significant lowering of the level at which the department can
perform.
Does this

Yes

fleet section
have any
underutilized
vehicles?
Describe what operational requirements or work will not be met if these vehicles are removed from your department’s
fleet.
Vehicles in this fleet make an average 11 trips each day, generally to locations within an administrative area or between
RPD headquarters and the offices of other city agencies. At five working days a week, this average results in an annual
mileage of about 3,000 miles. Vehicles which report mileage below this amount cannot be characterized as "underutilized"
but merely reflect operation within a small administrative area, or frequent use accessing sites that are relatively close to
RPD headquarters. Removal of these "underutilized" vehicles would substantially compromise the ability of the department
to supervise its 220+ properties and respond in a timely manner to site issues and emergencies.
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How many

183

vehicles
would be
subject to
HACTO if the
waiver(s) are
approved? *
What is 15%

27

of the
number
above? *
How many

0

vehicles
does you
department
plan to
remove? *
The number

Fewer than the number of vehicles needed to be compliant

of vehicles
planned for
removal is: *
I understand

Yes

that my
department
plans to
remove
fewer than
required
number of
vehicles that
must be
removed in
order to be
compliant. *
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Please attach
the
completed
HACTO Base
Fleet

Right-click here to download pictures. To help p ro tect y our priv acy ,
Outlo ok prev ented au tomatic download of this picture from the Internet.

recreation_and_parks_fleet.xlsx 46.33 KB · XLSX

spreadsheet
below: *
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Hade, Meghan (REC)
Wufoo [no-reply@wufoo.com]
Wednesday, February 05, 2014 5:49 PM
Milgrom-Gartner, Liore
HACTO Waiver Form - FY 2013-14 [#32]

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Department * Recreation & Parks
Name of

Steve Rockwell

Person
Preparing
Report *
Title of

Sr. Administrative Analyst

Person
Preparing
Report *
Email of

steve.rockwell@sfgov.org

Person
Preparing
Report *
Name of

Phil Ginsburg

Department
Head *
Email of

phil.ginsburg@sfgov.org

Department
Head *
The number

4

of fleet
sections for
which you are
requesting
waivers: *
Fleet Section

Recreation

Name *
1

Number of

7

vehicles
included in
the waiver. *
Describe what operational requirements or work will not be met if these vehicles are removed from your department's
fleet, and why Transit First options cannot meet these requirements. *
These 7 vehicles are essential to site visits and supervision of recreation programs. Although each vehicle is assigned to a
competency supervisor, each is also operated by as many as 16 program coordinators and site facilitators. Removal of any
of these vehicles would significantly reduce site and program supervisions, particularly as many programs operate
concurrently within too small a window for public transit alternatives to allow for visitation of all sites. Removal would also
severely diminish program quality. Hundreds of program participants would be impacted by a insufficient materials and
supplies, or complete program closure due to a lack of supervision. Staff morale would be affected since supervisor visits
provide observational feedback on program quality and staff performance, and measure compliance with industry or legal
requirements. Without these vehicles, it would be exceedingly difficult to provide services t hat reach all ages and all
communities of the City, contrary to the department's mission. Vehicle 651Y133 is used by Early Childhood Recreation to
manage 55 to 78 recreation classes each season, conducted in every part of the city. Typically, the vehicle is used to make
three site programs visits each day and to deliver material and supplies to additional program sites. The vehicle also serves
to support two major recreation centers whose hours of operation include time frames from morning to night (9:00 a.m. to
9:00 p.m.), four days a week, and is heavily used during the June-August summer season to support Summer Camps.
Vehicle 651Y135 is used by After-School Recreation to manage 12 five-day-a-week after-school program sites located
throughout the city. The vehicle also supports two major recreation facilities. Vehicle 6516078 is used by Adaptive
Recreation and Inclusion Programming to manage programming that takes place in far-flung loca tions in Golden Gate
Park, Glen Canyon Park, the Sunset and the Mission District. The vehicle also supports two large recreation facilities.
Vehicle 651Y134 is used by Adult Recreation and Alternative Recreation to supervises 4 permanent staff and over 50 parttime staff at more than 10 recreational sites citywide plus additional summer day camps. These programs require fitness
equipment and culinary supplies that must be continually rotated among the sites using this vehicle. The vehicle is also
used for weekly trips to purchase and then distribute new materials to all sites. Vehicle 651-5026 is used by Leisure
Programs to manage 9 swimming pool facilities, 5 full-service recreation centers, the Harding Park Boathouse and Camp
Mather in Groveland (adjacent to Yosemite National Park). It is also used to manage 5 citywide recreation programs
including outdoor programs, extreme sport programs, waterfront programs, adult health and wellness programs and al
ternative recreation programs and to supervise 42 full-time and over 250 part-time employees. Since this is one of the few
fleet vehicles that can comfortably seat 7 people, it serves as the primary “go to” vehicle for transporting large groups of
department staff. As such, it plays a vital role in moving equipment and personnel between San Francisco and Camp
2

Mather during the spring, summer and fall. Vehicle 651-000310 is used by Cultural Arts to manage 300 recreation
programs and their staff, at sites throughout the city (GGP Senior Center, Sharon Art Studio, Randall Museum, Harvey Milk
Rec Center, Harvey Milk Photo Center, Mission Arts Center, Pine Lake Daycamp, Silver Tree Daycamp, Discovery Daycamp,
Pacific Arts Daycamp, Art In the Park Daycamp, HMC Daycamp and the Randall Daycamp). This vehicle is also used by other
staff to conduct RPD business relating to the Cultural Arts Division. Removing the vehicle from our competency would
seriously impai r the ability to adequately supervise all of these sites and their varied programming. Vehicle 651-00373 is
used by Sports and Athletics to manage 8 full-service recreation centers, 2 clubhouses and a variety of non staffed
outdoor athletic spaces, as well as citywide sports and athletic programs including fundamental development programs,
clinics, the Jr. tennis academy, adult leagues, youth leagues, winter camp, spring camp, summer camp programs, and
violence prevention programs that are offered in areas of the City that can be unsafe with programs that go as late as
11:00pm. It is also used to supervise 20 full-time, over 250 part-time employees, and leagues that operate 7 days a week.
It plays a vital role in moving equipment and personnel between facilities throughout the City. Removing this vehicle would
significantly reduce supervision of these diverse and scattered programs and increase costs by requiring significant
purchases of, and the building of st orage infrastructure for, equipment and supplies that are currently shared by various
programs and sites.

As detailed above, this fleet is responsible for timely delivery of bulk foodstuffs, equipment, and staff to the complete
array of RPD recreational offerings. Delivery and supervision must coincide with the times that the 800+ recreational
classes are occuring, a feat which may be more difficult to achieve via some Transit First options. To the extent that
additional transit time would be required, less supervision and support would be possible.
Does this

Yes

fleet section
have any
underutilized
vehicles?
Describe

Vehicles in this fleet make an average 7 trips each day, generally travelling 2 miles across the city on each

what

trip. The "underutilized" are used for carrying bulky supplies that could not easily be distributed by other

operational

means. Removal of these "underutilized" vehicles would substantially compromise the ability of the

requirements

department to supervise the related programs.

or work will
not be met if
these vehicles
are removed
from your
3

department’s
fleet.
Would you

Yes

like to
request a
waiver for
another fleet
section? *
Fleet Section

Security & Specialty Operations

Name *
Number of

26

vehicles
included in
the waiver. *
Describe what operational requirements or work will not be met if these vehicles are removed from your department's fleet
and why Transit First options cannot meet these requirements. Please be specific by vehicle type. *
These 26 vehicles support essential specialty operations. Park patrol works 24/hrs day 365 days/year and covers each of
the 230+park and recreation facilities throughout the City. A staff of 22 Rangers operates these vehicles on almost a 24
hour/day basis. Without these vehicles, RPD would not be able to perform our mission of keeping our parks and facilities
safe. Quite frankly, a few more such vehicles will be required before the department can meet this objective. Vehicles
651549, 653904 is assigned to Candlestick Park. It is used by 20 city staff members at our 83 acre stadium facility.
Vehicle 651549 is used for daily security patrols of the stadium by our park rangers, for pick up and delivery of
construction and maintenance materials to and from the stadium by craft trade personnel, and for travel by stadium
supervisors required by administrative business and supervision of stadium operations. Without this vehicle the stadium
security and city property would be put at risk. Vehicle 22000022 is also used by department management and
administration when they have occasion to be operating out of the Candlestick facility. The abilty to operate, secure and
maintain the stadium would be greatly affected by removal of these vehicle. It would likely result in the inability to meet
the terms of the city's lease contract with the San Francisco Forty Niners and the stadium standards set by the National
Football League, or the terms of contracts for other special events. (The stadium is planned for special event use (such as
the recent Justin Timberlake concert) after the current Forty Niner contract expires.) The San Francisco Marina & Yacht
Harbor is a destination sought by thousands of boaters from all over the world. The oldest recreational marina operating in
San Francisco, and perhaps the Greater Bay Area, it has been expanded to 708 berths, including 15 end ties for g uest
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berthing vessels up to 50 feet LOA, free pump out stations and a commercial fuel dock. In order to be compliant with
Marina Management Best Practices, marina property must be constantly patrolled to remove heavy floating debris, remove
heavy abandoned oil canisters, pick up trash, remove and replace heavy dock boxes and electric pedestals. These tasks are
core to the department’s mission to provide a safe marina to our paying boat owners and to make sure the marine
environment is protected by removing hazardous materials immediately before they are blown into the water. These
activities require transport of heavy power washers, heavy wood materials for emergency dock repair and other heavy
equipment. The ability for managers, supervisors and staff to quickly respond to different dispersed locations with this 35
acre site, in very bad weather, for numerous on-site duties and unsafe situations is essential. Without this vehicle it would
not be possible to fulfill Marina Management Best Practices responsibilities or quickly respond with heavy oil containment
booms, fire protection or other safety concerns. These tasks could not be undertaken by other means in a timely or
efficient manner that also ensures the safety of staff. Removal of this vehicle would likely result in a serious and sustained
diminishment of the marine environment, creating over time an unsafe place for the public to keep their vessels and
reducing revenue. Vehicles 651F100 and 651F115 are in constant use by the 7 Nursery staff to transport plants from the
potting shed to the field and to move tools, fertilizers, hoses, etc., throughout the 9-acre nursery complex. These carts are
perfect for loading and unloading plants, and very ergonomically correct. Removing it would affect Nursery operations
severely, as they are the primary vehicles used in our landscape plant production. Vehicles 65100374 and 651409 are
shared by 13 permanent Permits &am p; Reservations staff, as well as a fluctuating as-needed seasonal staff. Permits has
the responsibility of locking and unlocking rental facilities, both for sports, as well as indoor events. These events are both
day and evening events; therefore, transportation to evening venues is a security requirement. Permits supports all of the
large scale events that take place on RPD property such as Bay to Breakers, Outside Lands, the America's Cup and so on. It
is one of our few revenue producing divisions. All of the staff in Permits take multiple, frequent short-distance trips to the
majority of our RPD properties. Permits could not operate without this vehicle. Even with the two vehicles, staff often must
use their personal vehicles in order to provide excellent service to park users. Vehicle 651923 is the sole RPD vehicle at the
San Francisco Zoo. This veterinary service cart is used for routine and emergency animal health care and cannot be shared
as it is essential to keep it uncontaminated.

This fleet is related to special programming that must occur as needed 24/7, requiring immediate access for
transportation that may not be possible using Transit First options. Further many of the vehicles are equipped with
specialized equipment to service areas that lie a good distance from public transit options. Health and safety concerns
preclude Transit First solutions for many of uses of this fleet. These vehicular needs must be met due to safety standards
and contractual obligations. Removal of any of these vehicles would likely significantly increase costs by outsourcing the
work (and vehicular use) to outside sources.
Does this

Yes
5

fleet section
have any
underutilized
vehicles?
Describe what operational requirements or work will not be met if these vehicles are removed from your department’s
fleet.
Vehicles in this fleet make an average 15 trips each day, generally travelling 2 miles across the city on each trip. The
"underutilized" vehicles primarily operate within a single property or make many very short trips between nearby
properties, while providing essential services. Removal of these "underutilized" vehicles would substantially compromise
the ability of the department to provide safe public facilities since these vehicles are dedicated to monitoring sites and
situations where extreme hazards to the public may present themselves and where extremely high numbers of patrons
may congregate.
Would you

Yes

like to
request a
waiver for
another fleet
section? *
Fleet Section

Structural Maintenance

Name *
Number of

17

vehicles
included in
the waiver. *
Describe what operational requirements or work will not be met if these vehicles are removed from your department's fleet
and why Transit First options cannot meet these requirements. Please be specific by vehicle type. *
These 17 vehicles are assigned to the Structural Maintenance Division (SM), the single largest work force within RPD (97
FTE) and a seven-day-a-week operation tasked with ensuring that all 220 plus parks, recreation centers, pools, open
spaces and a host of other public amenities, remain operational and functional at all times. The business model is similar
to that of a large construction company, requiring a fully mobile, service organization, responding to needs throughout the
city, and to Sharp Park in Pacifica and Camp Mather in Tuolumne County/Yosemite. In addition to travel and work related
to routine, preventive and deferred maintenance, all vehicles are used to travel to sites for planning meetings about
6

current and upcoming projects with RPD staff and a host of City agencies (DPW, Dept. of Real Estate, etc.) and the RPD
Capital Division. Such visits involve a wide ranging set of issues: water main breaks, severe vandalism, fire hyd rant pump
stations, Golden Gate Park ground water supply pump station, ensuring City contract requirements are met for sewer lift
stations, injuries to the public on City property, etc, and the vehicles are outfitted according to the tasks, trades, tools and
materials appropriate to the work and the site issues. These vehicles are critical to remediation of structural emergencies,
whether occuring ad hoc on a day-to-day basis or as part of a citywide catastrophic event. Loss of any of these vehicles
would cripple SM’s ability to complete required work orders (TMA System), support revenue events, and respond to public
311 requests. Vehicles 6515015, 651Y5023 and 651Y5035 are required for daily exterior and interior painting to comply
with the Mayor’s "48 hour – graffiti abatement" executive order. As time permits, they are also used to support other RPD
painting projects related to new or existing infrastructure. Vehicle 651Y40 0 is dedicated to the transportation of sheet
metal work tools and materials, and the supervision of 2 Metal Shop workers. The vehicle supports work related to a wide
range of issues, including heating problems (Health Code issues), Yacht Harbor work and playground equipment failures.
Vehicles 651Y401, 651Y403, 651412, 6515013, 651Y5018 and 651Y5024 are dedicated to stationary engineers to do
pump repairs, electrical work, service ornamental fountains and daily maintenance of the 9 swimming pools which the RPD
operates. Additionally these vehicles support service to water slides, the carousel, and water treatment. The vehicles, while
used for secure daily plant operating procedures are also used for special projects such as large motor replacements and
deep water well maintenance. They are used to resolve a wide ranging set of issues: water main breaks, severe vandalism,
fire hydrant pump stations, Golden Gate Park ground water supply pump station, ensuring Ci ty contract requirements are
met for sewer lift stations, injuries to the public on City property, etc. Vehicle 6515012 is assigned to the 7263
Construction Maintenance Manager for site visits to all RPD sites and supervision of the field work of some 20 direct
reports. Vehicles 65100351 and 651Y5022 are assigned to the 7347 Plumbing shop and are outfitted with plumbingappropriate tools. Tasks associated with this vehicle are wide ranging: water main work, severe vandalism, Yacht Harbor
dockwork, public restrooms, Harding Park Golf Course and Sharp Park Golf Course irrigation, Lincoln Park sewer
stoppages, drinking fountains, well water, irrigation controllers, etc. The shop receives daily emegerncy calls include main
breaks, boiler failiures, flooding of park facilities, ADA call outs, implementation of Mayoral Disaster emergency service
centers, raw sewage spills, backed up toilet plumbing, suspicious gas smells, and broken water lines. Productivity of the
Plumbing Shop has been cut by 50% since plumbers currently need to double up vehicle occupancy. It is our goal to send
out one plumber per truck to jobs, the plumbing industry standard. Following industry best practices and mandated
emergency response capabilities will be severely hindered, if not made completely impossible, if these vehicles are taken
out of our fleet. Vehicle 6516064 is assigned to the 7213 Plumber Supervisor for management of plumbing projects and
field supervision of 10 direct reports responding to a wide ranging of issues on projects throughout the city. Vehicle
651Y5033 is dedicated to the support of electrical work, computer infrastructure and lighting and power systems. It is also
used for maintenance of Yacht Harbor main power, street lighting in parks, recreation center electricity, and the electrical
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systems for Golden Gate Park and Camp Mather, for special projects such as large motor replacements and for support for
c omplex backup generator systems. Vehicle 651Y5034 is assigned to the 7226 Carpenter Supervisor I for managementof
carpentry projects and field supervision of 10 direct reports conducting concrete form work and remediation of severe
vandalism, Yacht Harbor dock issues, playground equipment failures, injuries to the public on City property, etc. Vehicle
651Y5036 is used on a daily basis to inspect all heavy equipment jobs and to transport tools. Without this truck,
supervision and completon of the jobs would be impossible.

This fleet is insufficient to meet current industry best practices for delivery of repair equipment and staff to a site. The
number of maintenance and repair requests have skyrocketed in recent years and the backlog of work to be accomplished
is staggering. Having these vehicles is essential to the success of SM due to the constantly changing nature of
construction, supporting the resulting plethora of infrastructure types, and addressing the daily breakdowns arising from
antiquated park infrastructure. The delivery of tools, equipment and staff to the specific site where infrastructure has
become damaged and corrective action is needed is typically not possible via Transit First options.
Does this

Yes

fleet section
have any
underutilized
vehicles?
Describe

Vehicles in this fleet make an average 10 trips each day, generally travelling 2 miles across the city on each

what

trip. Due to the age of the park and the age and size of its infrastructure, a significant portion of SM

operational

workload occurs within Golden Gate Park resulting in low mileage for some vehicles. Each of these vehicles

requirements

is used to monitor sites and situations where hazards to the public may present themselves. Removal of

or work will

any of these "underutilized" vehicles would substantially compromise the ability of the department to

not be met if

provide safe public facilities.

these vehicles
are removed
from your
department’s
fleet.
Would you

Yes

like to
request a
waiver for
another fleet
8

section? *
Fleet Section

Removed

Name *
Number of

13

vehicles
included in
the waiver. *
Describe

These 13 vehicles have not been available for use since before the term of RPD's current fleet manager.

what

They are no longer part of RPD inventory and so are not assigned to any other current fleet. As noted on

operational

our attached HBF spreadsheet, RPD considers these vehicles removed from our inventory as part of our

requirements

HACTO fleet reduction.

or work will
not be met if
these vehicles
are removed
from your
department's
fleet and why
Transit First
options
cannot meet
these
requirements.
Please be
specific by
vehicle type.
*
Does this

Yes

fleet section
have any
underutilized
vehicles?
Describe

n/a

what
9

operational
requirements
or work will
not be met if
these vehicles
are removed
from your
department’s
fleet.
Would you

No

like to
request a
waiver for
another fleet
section? *
How many

183

vehicles
would be
subject to
HACTO if the
waiver(s) are
approved? *
What is 15%

27

of the
number
above? *
How many

0

vehicles does
you
department
plan to
remove? *
The number

Fewer than the number of vehicles needed to be compliant

of vehicles
10

planned for
removal is: *
I understand

Yes

that my
department
plans to
remove fewer
than required
number of
vehicles that
must be
removed in
order to be
compliant. *
Please attach
the
completed
HACTO Base
Fleet

Right-click here to download pictures. To help p ro tect y our priv acy ,
Outlo ok prev ented au tomatic download of this picture from the Internet.

recreation_and_parks_fleet1.xlsx 46.33 KB · XLSX

spreadsheet
below: *
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